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The mechanical test procedures that address fuel cladding failure during a RIA are reviewed with an
emphasis on the development of test procedures that determine the deformation and fracture behavior
of cladding under conditions similar to those reached in a RIA. An analysis of cladding strain data from
experimental research reactor test programs that have simulated the RIA is presented. These data show
that the cladding undergoes deformation characterized by hoop extension subject to a range of multiaxial
stress states and strain paths comprised between plane-strain (no axial extension of the cladding tube)
and equal-biaxial tension (equal strain in both the hoop and the axial orientations). Current mechanical
test procedures of cladding material are then reviewed with a focus on their ability to generate the appro-
priate deformation response and to induce the prototypical multiaxial stress states and failure modes
activated during a RIA. Two main groups of tests currently exist. In the first group, the deformation
behavior of the cladding is examined by several variations of hoop tensile tests in which an axial contrac-
tion of the specimen gage section occurs such that a near-uniaxial tension stress state results; finite ele-
ment analyses are then usually employed to deduce the deformation response, often under conditions of
an assumed coefficient of friction between the specimen and test fixtures. The second group includes test
procedures which attempt to reproduce the deformation and failure conditions close to those seen during
a RIA such that any stress-state corrections of the failure conditions are comparatively small. The advan-
tages and disadvantages of all of these deformation/fracture tests are discussed with special reference to
testing high burnup fuel cladding.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Both the loading path and the loading mode are critical factors
in determining the failure of a structural metal component. As a re-
sult, a failure criterion needs to take into account the applied stress
state or (if ductile) the strain-path history of the component during
failure. The development of such a failure criterion relies in turn on
an experimental data base that addresses the sensitivity of the fail-
ure process to an appropriate range of stress states and strain
paths. In the case of a postulated RIA in pressurized light water nu-
clear power reactors, the thin-wall zirconium alloy fuel cladding
tubes may be subjected to Pellet–Cladding-Mechanical Interaction
(PCMI) which imposes a range of stress states on the cladding as it
deforms, depending on the friction coefficient or the degree of
bonding between the cladding and the pellet. Predicting cladding
failure under such conditions must take into account not only
the material state of the cladding (i.e., fuel burnup issues such as
ll rights reserved.
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es).
the level of irradiation and hydrogen content/distribution/
alignment) but also the imposed thermal/mechanical conditions
of temperature, strain rate, and (importantly) stress state. The
mode of loading, displacement-controlled loading for PCMI and
potentially load-controlled inner pressure loading at higher fuel
temperature, is also important for an accurate prediction of
cladding failure. The present paper addresses the development of
mechanical test procedures that examine the influence of stress
state on the failure behavior of fuel cladding in general and specif-
ically during a reactivity-initiated accident.

A RIA may be caused by a control rod ejection or drop, inducing
a near-instantaneous increase in reactivity in the nearby fuel rods.
As a result of this reactivity insertion, the fission rate increases
exponentially until the effect of Doppler broadening stops the
chain reaction. The energy deposited in the fuel during the reactiv-
ity excursion causes the temperature of the fuel to increase, which
in turn causes the fuel to expand and impinge on the cladding.
Because this excursion is very fast, the cladding may still remain
close to its nominal temperature when the fuel impacts it. If the
cladding has become embrittled during reactor operation, it can
fail during such a transient. The possibility of such an accident
has been recognized previously, and tests were conducted that
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led to the establishment of enthalpy limits to avoid fuel failure dur-
ing a RIA [1]. Recently, it has been shown that such limits may be
degraded by long term exposure of the fuel cladding to the reactor
environment, causing radiation damage and hydriding [2]. As a re-
sult, significant work has been performed to reassess RIA limits at
high fuel burnup [3–15].

When submitted to PCMI loading during a RIA event, the clad-
ding deforms under a biaxial stress state such that while the hoop
stress (rhh) is the maximum component of the stress tensor in the
cladding, a large axial tensile stress (rzz) is also applied. Thus the
cladding is constrained to deform under a degree of stress biaxial-
ity that can range from (rzz/rhh) � 0.5–1.0, depending on the fuel-
cladding contact conditions, as described below. These stress states
imply that the relevant strain paths range from roughly plane-
strain tension to equal-biaxial tension – which is quite different
from the uniaxial tensile path commonly applied in many studies.
It has also been shown previously that the stress state can be influ-
ential in the failure of hydrided Zircaloy with influence depending
on the considered study [16,18]. Thus, in order to predict accu-
rately the failure of cladding under RIA conditions, knowledge of
its deformation/fracture behavior under multiaxial tension condi-
tions is critical.

Most studies conducted to characterize the mechanical proper-
ties of irradiated cladding, have been performed under uniaxial
stress conditions with the loading direction aligned either along
the tube axis or along the transverse hoop orientation. For exam-
ple, ring samples have recently been loaded with inserted man-
drels in order to obtain displacement-controlled loading in the
hoop direction [12]. The samples used in these studies consist of
axially short rings machined from fuel claddings, for which the
resulting strain path is uniaxial tension, as discussed below. While
the resulting behavior can be used to check the extent of cladding
ductility or embrittlement after in-pile irradiation, it does not pro-
vide an accurate basis for predicting cladding failure strains under
multiaxial stress states encountered during a RIA event. Tube burst
testing has also been performed on irradiated cladding. While a
multiaxial (near plane-strain) stress state is initially imposed in
such tests during uniform deformation, failure is very sensitive to
local imperfections, resulting in low estimates of the far-field frac-
ture strain. After significant strain accumulation during the pres-
surization of close ended specimens, the local stress/strain state
and strain rates are usually not well established. For these reasons,
several experimental studies based on innovative testing concepts
have recently been performed to address the issue of cladding fail-
ure under multiaxial stress states. The aim of the present study is
to review recent developments in experimental procedures that
address cladding failure behavior under multiaxial stress states
in general and specifically under stress states encountered during
a RIA event.
2. Background: cladding loading during RIA transients

The relevance of experimental test data to cladding failure dur-
ing a RIA event depends significantly on the relationship of those
data (and the related analyses) to the multiaxial stress states/strain
paths encountered by the cladding during the transient.
2.1. The RIA transient

In a RIA, a rod ejection or drop causes a sudden increase in fis-
sion rate in the fuel, which is eventually turned around by the
Doppler effect, resulting in a pulse, which has a full width half
maximum which can be as small as tens of milliseconds. The pulse
deposits energy in the fuel and causes the fuel temperature to in-
crease. Consequently, the fuel swells and can impact the cladding.
Because the energy deposition is so fast, the cladding temperature
may not have increased by the time the fuel impacts it, and thus
the cladding mechanical response may be governed by the initial
cladding temperature at the start of the transient. This is the low
temperature phase of the transient, also called the PCMI phase. In
the PCMI phase, even as the fuel temperature increases the clad-
ding remains at a temperature close to the coolant temperature.
If the cladding survives this phase (tens of milliseconds), its tem-
perature increases along with the coolant temperature. This in-
crease in heat flux can cause the coolant to go through departure
from nucleate boiling (DNB) during which a blanket of steam is
formed at the cladding surface, which in turn reduces the heat
transfer and can cause further increases of temperature. The tem-
perature increase also causes the yield stress to decrease, and can
cause cladding failure by ballooning driven by the internal clad-
ding pressure from fission gas release. This is the high temperature
phase of the transient. RIA testing aims to reproduce the conditions
and test cladding failure limits at one of the two phases. It should
be recognized that DNB does not occur in liquid metal cooled reac-
tors (such as in the CABRI REP-Na program) since sodium boiling
cannot be achieved; in this case the PCMI phase ends by exhaus-
tion of thermal dilation of the fuel in the absence of fuel fusion
(see REP-Na 2 test [4] for example).

2.1.1. High and low burnup fuel
It is of interest to test both high and low burnup fuel, and some

significant differences exist between the two. At low burnup, a gap
can exist between the fuel and the cladding, which progressively
closes with increasing burnup. At high burnups, the uranium diox-
ide and zirconium interact, such that the fuel pellet and the zirco-
nium alloy cladding become effectively bonded [19,20]. Although
the level of radiation damage and associated mechanical property
changes largely saturate at relatively low burnup, the amount of
hydrogen in the material gradually increases with burnup, and
the distribution of such hydrogen also evolves in response to tem-
perature and stress gradients in the cladding. At high burnups, a
hydride rim can form on the outer part of the cladding surface
and in case of oxide spalling, hydride blisters can form. Both blis-
ters and rims can serve as initiation points for failure during RIA
transients. The final significant difference with burnup level is
the amount of fission gas produced and its distribution in the fuel.
Low burnup fuel has limited fission gas content and the few fission
gas bubbles are confined within the fuel grains. Clearly the amount
of fission gas contained in the fuel rod increases with burnup, such
that the internal pressure is higher at high burnup and more gas is
available for release during the transient. Finally, in high burnup
fuel several processes modify the fuel structure, including fuel
cracking, fission gas release, and the formation of the rim structure
at the outer surface of the pellet as a consequence of self-shielding
leading to higher plutonium concentration at the fuel rim. The
higher concentration of plutonium causes an increase in the fission
rate in the rim relatively to the middle of the pellet, which in turn
creates a structure consisting of small grains, and a high density of
fission gas bubbles [21].

2.1.2. RIA cladding response
The cladding response during those two phases at low and high

burnup is different. When subjecting high burnup fuel to RIA tran-
sients, the gap is already closed and indeed the fuel and cladding
may be bonded, so PCMI loading occurs right away. As discussed
below, the clad-fuel bonding causes a more equal biaxial cladding
loading. Embrittlement due to previous hydrogen ingress can cause
the cladding to fail during the PCMI period. The PCMI loading
phase ends when the cladding temperature is high enough to dis-
solve the hydrogen and significantly increase ductility. As the clad-
ding temperature increases large fission gas release occurs from



Table 1
States of stress relevant to the mechanical testing for RIA (assuming isotropic
plasticity).

State of stress Strain Stress

Uniaxial
tension

Plane-strain
tension

Equal-biaxial
tension
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the fuel. During the high temperature phase the cladding response
is strongly dependent on filling gas pressure at low burnup, and on
fission gas pressure at high burnup. The high injected energy tem-
perature increase facilitates the release of fission gas, first from
bubbles located at grain boundaries and pores, and then for higher
injected energies from fission gas bubbles located within the fuel
grains. However, due to the limited fission gas content at low bur-
nup, the fission gases are not expected to contribute directly to
cladding failure. At low burnups, cladding failure is more likely
to occur by exceeding a temperature and time period that induces
transient oxidation of the cladding and consequent embrittlement.
Cladding failure is achieved at injected energies exceeding about
200 calories per fuel grams. These results addressing low burnup
fuel were mainly established based on SPERT test results [1].

The large amount of fission gas at high burnup can drastically
modify the consequences of the post-DNB phase. During this
phase, the high burnup fuel rim remains more or less in a sticking
contact with the cladding, and macro-porosity forms between the
cladding with sticking fuel rim and the remaining part of the fuel.
The transition from PCMI loading to gas (filling gas and released
fission gas) controlled loading (post-DNB loading) is complex.
Gas loading can be applied to the inner wall of the cladding
through fuel particles. Grain boundary separation generate com-
plex path for gas and it is usually extremely difficult to determine
the loading mode based solely on post-test metallography unless
cladding deformation is large. During the post-DNB phase of the
NSRR TK-1 [22] test, with significant fission gas release, gas loading
was applied to the cladding through a fragmented fuel crown, most
of the released gas remained in an axisymmetric free volume
formed between the high burnup fuel sticking to the cladding
and the rest of the fuel. For this NSRR TK-1 test, large cladding
deformation was achieved and the post-test metallography
showed large spacing between fuel fragments sticking to the clad-
ding that could not be filled only by the fuel thermal dilatation,
thus evidence of gas loading is achieved after this test. The post-
DNB phase can prevent PCMI failure by increasing the cladding
temperature and consequently increasing cladding ductility, but
the consequence of the rapid temperature change are still not very
well understood. As a result of the internal gas loading, the post-
DNB loading leads to a state of stress of plane-strain deformation
(see Table 1).

In the other extreme, when fuel-cladding bonding is perfect, a
state of stress of equal biaxial loading occurs as the cladding ex-
pands in concert with the fuel. A RIA test surviving the PCMI phase
and subjected to a post-DNB phase will experience a strain-path
change but retain a memory of the PCMI phase. Thus, some perma-
nent axial extension is expected after the RIA test. The post-DNB
phase still needs in-depth further study to achieve a detailed
understanding of all the phenomena activated during this phase.

As a result of the above described behavior, the state of stress
during RIA loading may involve a strain-path change and can
eventually lie somewhere between plane-strain tension and
equal-biaxial tension. Table 1 illustrates the states of stress dis-
cussed above assuming isotropic plasticity. It should be obvious
that both plane-strain tension and equal-biaxial tension are quite
different from uniaxial tension. Importantly as will be discussed be-
low, there is evidence that the greater stress biaxiality in either of
these types of loading may contribute to lower cladding failure lim-
its relative to uniaxial tension [16,18]. Consequently, unless well
established corrective factors are available, the use of uniaxial
mechanical testing to predict RIA behavior is likely to be non
conservative.

2.1.3. The RIA stress state
As will be explained in the following, a fundamental basis for

this discussion is that the stress states imposed on the cladding
are directly affected by Pellet–Cladding–Mechanical Interaction
as influenced by the degree of pellet–cladding bonding. The degree
of interaction between the pellet and the cladding, the fission gas
release, and the internal gas content directly affects the stress state
of the deforming cladding. It is difficult to predict precisely the de-
gree of stress biaxiality (and its strain/time-dependence) within
the cladding under RIA conditions, but it can be estimated post
mortem as discussed below.

2.2. RIA testing

As mentioned above, three types of tests can be conducted to
evaluate cladding mechanical behavior at high fuel burnup: (i)
integral tests as well as (ii) tests on defueled irradiated cladding
and (iii) separate effects tests performed on non-irradiated artifi-
cially hydrided material. The latter two are ‘‘separate effects’’ tests,
but the samples in (ii) have in principle the exact microstructure
degradation obtained during reactor exposure.

The term ‘‘integral tests’’ refers to tests in which an actual
instrumented fuel rod or refabricated ‘‘rodlet’’ is subjected to an
actual reactivity insertion event, simulating that which could occur
in a reactor. Some of these tests were conducted in the SPERT and
PBF facilities in the US and helped set the limits for energy deposi-
tion during a RIA [1]. More recent tests have been conducted in the
CABRI facility in France, the NSRR facility in Japan and the BIGR
facility in Russia [5,13,14]. Because of the constraints of working
with highly radioactive material, and the specialized instrumenta-
tion required, such tests are quite expensive and consequently lim-
ited in number.

Testing irradiated cladding is a complementary and simplified
way to investigate the mechanical behavior of irradiated cladding.
In this case, defueled cladding is tested in a hot cell after reactor
exposure, such that the sample will have both hydriding and radi-
ation damage. Since no fuel is involved, the levels of radioactivity
are much lower than in integral tests, and it is possible to design
test specimens and loading apparatus such that particular testing
conditions are satisfied. In this way, the separate effects of various



Fig. 1. The strain ratio (ezz/ehh) as a function of the average hoop strain (ehh) for the
NSRR and CABRI RIA tests.
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parameters such as strain rate, stress state, and temperature can be
investigated systematically. Programs such as the French testing
program PROMETRA [12] have used this approach and have gener-
ated much useful data.

Finally, separate effects tests are those in which non-irradiated
material is used [23]. They are based on the assumption that hyd-
riding is the main contributor to degradation of ductility in reactor.
Thus, by hydrogen charging specimens in a controlled manner and
creating well designed specimens, it is possible to investigate in
detail and isolate the specific roles of hydride content, orientation,
and distribution on failure for a material subjected to particular
loading conditions. These tests performed on fresh cladding mate-
rial can be much more easily performed and allows investigation of
the separate effects. The results need then to be related to in-reac-
tor behavior.

2.3. Integral RIA tests

The most reliable assessment of the loading conditions comes
from the experimental measurements of the residual strain com-
ponents, ezz and ehh, from cladding deformed under simulated RIA
tests; (here, ezz and ehh are the axial and hoop strain components,
respectively).

Two main programs of integral RIA tests have been performed
in which the residual strain components have been determined
such that multiaxial stress states can be assessed:

- the CABRI RIA tests with sinusoidal axial power profile along
the cladding length [4],

- the NSRR RIA tests with flat axial power profile [24].

In measuring post test strains, particular characteristics of each
reactor should be mentioned. For the NSRR tests, the ratio of axial
to hoop plastic strain (ezz/ehh) is uniform along the axial length of
the fissile column. For these tests, the plastic strains in hoop direc-
tion and axial direction have been obtained by direct measure-
ments of post-test diameter and axial length. For the CABRI tests,
the axial distribution of residual hoop strains is non-uniform, tak-
ing the form of a sine curve with the maximum residual strain-val-
ues near the center of the cladding tube length. The final measured
elongation over the length of the CABRI rodlets thus provides post-
test axial residual strains on an axially averaged basis, while mea-
surements of the rodlet diameter at several azimuthal locations
along its length provide average hoop strain values as a function
of location.

Table 2 summarizes the average strain measurements experi-
mentally determined from RIA tests. The CABRI test deformations
were averaged along the axial length of the tube that was sub-
jected to RIA loading. These data can be expressed in the form of
Fig. 1, which shows the evolution of the strain ratio (ezz/ehh) as a
Table 2
Experimental values of average residual strains from several RIA tests ([13,24–27]).

Test reactor Test ID # Average residual strains

ehh (%) ezz (%) ezz/ehh

CABRI RepNa2 1.36 0.69 0.51
CABRI RepNa3 1.19 0.79 0.67
CABRI RepNa4 0.17 0.07 0.42
CABRI RepNa5 0.74 0.35 0.48
CABRI RepNa6 2.5 0.64 0.26
CABRI RepNa9 4.7 0.89 0.19
NSRR HBO-3 1 0.4 0.26
NSRR TK-1 10 0.92 0.04
NSRR TK-6 11.5 0.92 0.06
NSRR ATR-3 1.9 0.3 0.16
function of the hoop strain (ehh). As might be expected from the
previous discussion, the strain ratio varies from a maximum of
near equal-biaxial tension when ezz/ehh = 0.7 to a near plane-strain
condition when ezz/ehh = 0.0, the latter occurring when nearly all
the deformation is confined to hoop extension. Specifically, the
strain ratio conforms to an expected trend: the near plane-strain
condition (ezz/ehh � 0.0) corresponds to two NSRR tests that oc-
curred under high injected energy conditions in stagnant water,
consistent with force loading due to internal pressure development
after the departure from nucleate boiling (DNB) condition has been
reached and the sample is blanketed in vapor and thus at high tem-
perature. Under this condition, the cladding undergoes compara-
tively large hoop expansion at elevated temperatures when it is
relatively soft.

In contrast, the CABRI REP-Na tests, which use liquid sodium as
coolant, cause the PCMI to have a greater role in the test up to high
injected energies. Because sodium DNB has never been reached
during the CABRI REP-Na tests in CABRI facility, the cladding tem-
perature during the REP-Na tests remained low when compared to
NSRR tests, performed with water coolant. Thus fission-gas con-
trolled loading is promoted in the NSRR tests because of the higher
clad temperature (and consequently lower yield stress) at similar
deposited enthalpy.

Taken together, the NSRR and CABRI tests show a distinct
strain-path trend in that, when confined to small residual hoop
strains, the cladding deformation tends toward equal-biaxial ten-
sion (ezz/ehh � 1.0). In contrast, when cladding has experienced a
large degree of hoop extension, the cumulative strain path is near
plane-strain tension (ezz/ehh � 0.0). These test data raise the possi-
bility that at very small strains near yielding, initial cladding defor-
mation occurs under equal-biaxial tension (ezz/ehh = 1.0), and then
it undergoes a strain-path change to purely plane-strain tension
(ezz/ehh = 0.0) as gas pressure loading dominates deformation at lar-
ger strains/longer times of loading. The cumulative effect would be
an eventual ‘‘near plane-strain’’ deformation.

The associated multiaxial stress states may be interpolated
from the experimental residual strain data if we consider that
the only two non-negligible stress components are the hoop and
axial stresses in thin-wall cladding deforming under the von Mises
flow rule (assuming isotropic plasticity) and under a condition of
plane stress.

Neglecting the radial stress component, the stress tensor is:

��r ¼
� 0

rhh

rzz

0
@

1
A
ðr;h;zÞ

and assuming a Von Mises yield crite-

rion, the flow rule indicates that the plastic strain increment is pro-

portional to the deviatoric part of the stress tensor: _��ep ¼ k � devð��rÞ.
The ratio of plastic strain rates only depend on the ratio of the
stress components:



Fig. 2. The strain ratio (ezz/ehh) as a function of the stress ratio (rzz/rhh) for a series of
RIA tests conducted at the NSRR and CABRI facilities.

Fig. 3. A room temperature fracture limit diagram for recrystallized Zircaloy-2
sheet at four levels of hydrogen content. The values of e1 and e2 refer to the major
and minor principal strains respectively in the plane of the sheet at fracture. After
Yunchang and Koss [16].
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Assuming a proportional loading (linearly increasing with
time), which is a questionable but useful assumption, a simple link
between plastic residual strains and biaxial stress state during the
RIA can then be established:
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þ 1

2þ ep
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ep
hh

ð1Þ

where rzz and rhh are the corresponding axial and hoop stress com-
ponents, respectively.

Eq. (1) may be used in order to determine the stress ratio based
on post-test residual strain measurements such as was done in
Table 2. It is interesting to mention that, in the absence of PCMI,
the internal pressure loading conditions of cladding with end caps
induce a stress ratio of 0.5, which corresponds to a zero strain ratio,
in other words a plane-strain condition.

Assuming Eq. (1) for the RIA tests in Table 2, Fig. 2 shows the
strain ratio ezz/ehh as a function of the biaxial stress ratio rzz/rhh

with individual tests as data points and the curve represented by
Eq. (1) plotted as a solid line. Fig. 2 reveals the large degree of mul-
tiaxiality of the stress state, the axial stress rzz ranging from 0.5 rhh

to 0.9 rhh, and it shows that Eq. (1) predicts well the strain ratio.
In summary, these integral test data as well as our understanding

of the conditions under which the cladding deforms during a RIA
indicate the high degree of the multiaxiality of the stress states that
characterize cladding behavior under RIA conditions. Given the sen-
sitivity of material failure to stress state and strain paths, there is a
clear need to establish the relationship between the stress states
imposed during the mechanical testing and those, encountered dur-
ing a RIA, that limit cladding performance under RIA conditions. Ide-
ally, the test conditions should explore a range of multiaxial stress
states such as those illustrated in Fig. 2, perhaps in the form of a
‘‘failure map’’ linking failure strains to stress state. The alternative
is to rely on an analysis that uses a failure criterion that accurately
takes into account the influence of stress state on failure such that
simple experimental data at a given stress state can be used to pre-
dict failure under the complex conditions imposed during a RIA.

3. The influence of multiaxiality on cladding failure conditions

3.1. The influence of stress state and hydrogen: uniform hydrides and
failure due to damage accumulation

An experimental study from Yunchang and Koss [16] initially
highlighted the influence of loading multiaxiality on failure
conditions of sheets fabricated with hydrided zirconium alloys
(illustrated in Fig. 3 for recrystallized Zircaloy 2). In Fig. 3, e1 corre-
sponds to the axial strain in claddings and e2 is similar to the hoop
strain. These room temperature test results show a large decrease
in the e1-value (�factor of three) as the loading path shifts from
uniaxial tension to equal-biaxial tension. Furthermore, this de-
crease becomes even more pronounced for materials hydrided to
high hydrogen contents and subjected to equal biaxial loading.
Thus, for these particular material conditions, there is clearly a
strong sensitivity of failure strain to both the multiaxiality of the
stress state and the hydrogen content. Furthermore, Prat et al.
[17] confirmed the large decrease in fracture strains between uni-
axial and plane-strain tension with room temperature results
showing Zircaloy-4 being brittle at 600 wt. ppm H in plane strain
even though it retained significant ductility in uniaxial tension.

Given that RIA stress-state conditions are comprised between
plane strain and equi-biaxial tension according to integral tests
analysis, Fig. 3 indicates that the failure strain of cladding under
RIA conditions may be significantly lower than the results obtained
in uniaxial tension testing. Using the data plotted in Fig. 3, the ratio
between hoop strains at failure under equi-biaxial loading and uni-
axial tension testing can be expressed in the form of a functional
relationship depending on the hydrogen content [27]. This rela-
tionship or ‘‘correction factor’’ can then be applied to data obtained
from uniaxial tensile tests on axially short ring specimens to pre-
dict the expected multiaxial fracture strain value under PCMI load-
ing conditions during a RIA. A similar correction function can be
applied burst test results in order to predict the expected failure
behavior during a PCMI loading phase in a RIA. Several RIA failure
criteria that rely on such correction factors have been developed
[8,28].

In an attempt to address this issue, correction factors have been
derived from data such as Fig. 3 in order to determine the expected
hoop strain ratio at fracture to transform mechanical test data,
such as those obtained under uniaxial tension, into the expected
failure strain values under equi-biaxial loading that is expected
to better simulate RIA loading during the PCMI phase. Several fail-
ure criteria have been developed that rely on such correction fac-
tors [8,28].

Unfortunately deriving correction functions from data such as
Fig. 3 has several limitations for applications to high fuel burnup
cladding, especially under RIA conditions at elevated temperatures
[29]. Importantly, Fig. 3 is based on room temperature behavior of
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unirradiated flat sheets of recrystallized Zircaloy 2 in which a sig-
nificant density of hydrides was present along the grain boundaries
at the high hydrogen contents. Moreover for the higher H contents,
a significant amount of radial hydrides were also present [30]. Nei-
ther these testing conditions nor the material microstructures are
prototypical of PWR conditions. For example, the fracture behavior
in Fig. 3 at high hydrogen contents is a result of a damage accumu-
lation process in which grain-boundary hydrides initiate voids that
link along an efficient near-intergranular multidirectional fracture
path under equal-biaxial tension (i.e., the local fracture path is such
as is seen in Fig. 4b but on a grain-scale level). The resulting frac-
tography shows a stress-state induced change of fracture surface
appearance with significant intergranular fracture occurring under
equal-biaxial tension at the high hydrogen content, resulting in
very low ductility for this stress state [30]. In contrast, the com-
monly observed alignment of hydrides in cold worked and stress
relieved (CWSR) Zircaloy cladding in the circumferential-axial
direction inhibits void linking and prevents this stress-state-
induced fracture path transition. Thus, much higher fracture
strains are to be expected for CWSR material containing this hy-
dride morphology subjected to equal-biaxial tension. Furthermore,
at elevated temperatures (P 300 �C), the void initiation strain in-
creases significantly [31–35] and consequently the hydride precip-
itates have a lowered contribution to the failure process; the result
is higher fracture strains and (probably) a diminished role of stress
state on fracture, although such data do not exist. It is thus recom-
mended not to use the Yunchang and Koss data points to establish
correction functions for elevated temperature PWR conditions for
CWSR cladding. In general, great care should be taken in applying
correction factors from one test to another.

3.2. Failure in the presence of a crack

The data in Fig. 3 indicate a strong sensitivity of fracture on
stress state under conditions in which hydride particles cause frac-
ture through a damage accumulation process, accelerated by a
combination of stress state and the presence of grain-boundary
hydrides. However, high fuel burnup cladding is often character-
ized by the presence of hydride blisters or rims located on the out-
er surface of the cladding tubes which in turn will contain a range
of hydride microstructures beneath the blister. Being brittle even
at elevated temperatures (400 �C), the solid hydride blister or rim
forms a surface crack at a strain roughly equal to the cladding yield
strain [31]. In this case, cladding failure is due to crack growth.
Fig. 4. (a) A schematic of equal-biaxial punch-stretch test procedure of a Zircaloy-4 she
blister [18].
Prediction of failure for the case when crack growth dominates
should depend on the appropriate fracture mechanics, the depth of
the blister/crack, and the fracture toughness of the underlying sub-
strate material beneath the blister. Pierron et al. [31] examined the
fracture behavior of unirradiated CWSR Zircaloy-4 sheet (which
has Kearns factors similar to those of fuel cladding) containing so-
lid hydride blisters of varying depths and subjected to plane-strain
deformation. The experiments relied on a lenticular hydride blister
located in the center of double edge-notched flat-sheet tensile
specimens that introduce a biaxial stress state in the specimen
center such that plane-strain deformation is induced. That study
found that at room temperature the fracture strain of the material
beneath the cracked blister depended strongly on hydride blister
(crack) depth. Fracture occurred in a manner that could be well
predicted by crack growth dictated by an elastic–plastic fracture
mechanics analysis [31]. At 300 �C, a slower decrease of fracture
strain with crack depth was observed, and it could no longer be
predicted using fracture mechanics, suggesting that a competing
failure mechanism (with diminished sensitivity to crack depth)
controls fracture.

To address the influence of stress state on failure of hydrided
Zircaloy in the presence of a crack, Glendening et al. examined
the contrast in behavior of the same unirradiated CWSR Zircaloy-
4 sheet material, containing a solid hydride blister and fractured
under either equal-biaxial tension or plane-strain tension and at
temperatures of 25 �C, 300 �C, and 375 �C [18]. As shown in
Fig. 4, the equal-biaxial test procedure relied on in-plane punch-
stretch tests in which the sheet specimens are deformed under
an equal-biaxial tension strain path, as evidenced by the ‘‘mud-
cake’’ fracture pattern of the hydride blister in Fig. 4.

As shown in Fig. 5, the results from tests performed under the
equal-biaxial conditions shown above show very similar fracture
strain dependence on crack depth to those performed using the
double edge-notched plane-strain ring geometry. Both test condi-
tions show a decrease in failure strain with increasing blister/crack
depth at all temperatures, and importantly, at a given blister depth
and temperature, the plane-strain fracture strain values lie within
experimental scatter of those determined under equal-biaxial ten-
sion. It should be noted that while Fig. 5 is based on ‘‘far-field frac-
ture strain values’’ determined over the length of the 3 mm
diameter blister, similar behavior is observed for local fracture
strains at 0.4–0.5 mm from the fracture surface.

The results in Fig. 5 confirm that the influence of stress multiax-
iality is much more limited than expected from Fig. 3. In fact, there
et with hydride blister and (b) the resulting ‘‘mud-cake’’ crack patterns within the



Fig. 5. A comparison of maximum far-field principal strains at failure under equal biaxial and plane strain loading for CWSR Zircaloy-4 sheet specimens containing hydride
blisters of a range of depths [31,32].
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is no significant effect of stress state (between plane-strain tension
and equal-biaxial tension) on the fracture strains of the Zircaloy-4
under conditions where a crack dictates fracture. Rather, these data
strongly suggest that, in the presence of a crack, it is the maximum
principal strain value (i.e., the strain component normal to the
crack surface measured far from the crack) that controls the
fracture process regardless of stress state within the regime
plane-strain to equal-biaxial tension. However, initial attempts to
analyze the elevated temperature data using elastic–plastic frac-
ture mechanics were not successful, probably due to extensive
crack-tip blunting [33].

3.3. Summary of failure mechanisms

The determination of the appropriate failure mechanism is
essential for developing a sound failure criterion. The studies show
that the effect of stress state, if any, depends on the mode and
mechanism of fracture, at least in the range of plane-strain tension
Fig. 6. A schematic depicting hoop tensile testing techniques recently
to equal-biaxial tension. Three possibilities of cladding failure
mechanisms are likely:

1. If a ‘‘long’’(deep) crack is present such that crack growth dic-
tates fracture, the failure strain should be defined on the basis
of maximum principal strain (or possibly stress) normal to a
crack and described by the appropriate fracture mechanics for-
mulation. Based on this criterion (i.e., e1 or r1), cladding failure
in the presence of a surface crack should be either independent
of strain path (if a critical value of e1 dictates, as in elastic–plas-
tic crack growth or weakly dependent on r1 if critical value of
r1 dictates like for near-elastic crack growth).

2. If crack initiation does not occur (or if only a very short crack is
present), then cladding failure is likely to depend on a ductile
fracture process that is sensitive to the details of a damage accu-
mulation process. In that case, it has been established that void
nucleation at least at low temperatures (at fractured hydrides),
void growth, and void coalescence all are sensitive to stress
used to assess the mechanical response of high burnup cladding.
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state with increased biaxiality accelerating the process and
resulting in decreased fracture strains. Thus, in this case, the
failure criterion is dependent on stress state. Given temperature
sensitivity of hydride precipitate particles to fracture [31–35],
the stress-state dependence of hydrided cladding is likely to
depend on temperature.

3. Finally, a third option for material failure exists if crack initia-
tion and damage initiation are both difficult, such as at elevated
temperatures in hydrided Zircaloy [33]. In this case, some form
of a deformation instability process (or some other ductile fail-
ure mechanism) is possible in which case sensitivity to stress
state is again likely, especially if that process depends on a local
plane-strain condition as in the localized necking of sheet mate-
rial [34].

In view of the above discussion, the cladding failure mechanism
must be reproduced in order for the mechanical testing results and
modeling predictions to be accurate.

A basic consideration is the appropriate failure criterion. For
failure due to an exhaustion of ductility such as due to damage
accumulation, a fracture strain sensitive to strain path would be
expected. In the presence of a long crack, failure associated with
(through-thickness) crack growth clearly should depend on the
appropriate fracture mechanics in which the crack length and the
fracture toughness are central considerations. In this case, the ex-
pected sensitivity of failure to stress state should be much less than
in exhaustion of ductility controlled failure. It should be noted that
both damage accumulation analyses and elastic–plastic fracture
mechanics analyses are sensitive to the deformation behavior of
the material. Finally, alternate forms of failure such as plastic insta-
bilities are also very sensitive to both strain hardening and strain-
rate hardening (as well as stress state). In view of the above, the
following discussion addresses the ‘‘usefulness’’ of the Fig. 6 test
data to predicting RIA performance.
4. The mechanical testing of high burnup fuel cladding

This section reviews the mechanical testing configurations
available for testing irradiated tubing and assesses their adequacy
in reproducing the conditions experienced by cladding during a
RIA.
4.1. An overview of existing hoop tensile test techniques

While the studies described in the previous section span the ex-
pected strain paths encountered by high burnup fuel cladding dur-
ing a RIA, most of the test procedures used rely on unirradiated flat
sheet material tested in a manner that is not directly applicable for
testing high burnup cladding. Fundamental to the existing test
techniques is that cladding failure occurs by fracture due to hoop
expansion. As depicted in Fig. 6, the test procedures use a range
of specimen geometries and several loading configurations. As a re-
sult, many techniques have evolved to determine the mechanical
properties of cladding samples tested in the hoop direction. It
should be noted that with the exception of the burst test procedure
(which is force-controlled), the tests shown in Fig. 6 are displace-
ment-controlled.

A central issue to this discussion is the relevance of the result-
ing mechanical test data from the techniques in Fig. 6 to RIA per-
formance. As a basis for discussion, we believe that in order to
predict appropriate failure conditions it is critical to predict both
the deformation and fracture behavior under RIA conditions. Thus,
in addition to fracture criterion data, the yield and flow behavior of
the cladding as a function of strain, strain rate, and stress state (in
particular to assess plastic anisotropy) form the bases for an
accurate predictions of the deformation behavior under multiaxial
strain paths such as in the RIA.

4.2. Finite element modeling

Most of the described tests have been simulated using finite ele-
ment modeling. The Cast3 m Finite Element Analysis (FEA) code
developed by CEA [36]. Isotropic elastic–plastic behavior is as-
sumed for the cladding. The uniaxial stress-plastic strain curve
used in all the Cast3 m models is a power-law adjusted to describe
the behavior of high burnup Zircaloy-4 cladding at 350 �C at 1/s
strain rate. These modeling conditions are conditions of interest
for PCMI loading under RIA transients.

rðMPaÞ ¼ 781:ðepÞ0:015

The Young modulus is 79,360 MPa and the Poisson ratio 0.325.
Large displacements and large strains have been systematically

assumed. For simulation with contact, Coulomb frictional contact
was modeled. The Cast3 m modeling imposes to use locally linear
interpolation elements at the vicinity of contact surfaces. The mag-
neto-forming test was not modeled in the scope of the present
study but based on EDF calculations.

Several 2D and 3D FEA models were developed to simulate
most of the further discussed tests: ring tensile tests loaded with
double-D, ring tensile test with inserted dog-bone, plane strain
ring tensile test, EDC test and Ring compression tests.

4.3. The burst test

The burst test is a pressure-controlled loading test which im-
poses a biaxial stress state such that rzz �½ rhh, which should re-
sult in a near plane-strain strain path. Burst tests are usually
performed with on-line measurement of strains (and strain paths)
using strain gages. Usually the burst tests are pressure ramps with
constant increase of pressure rates. Another pressurization test is
sometimes performed by modifying the pressure rate and reaching
constant deformation rate. In both cases, for sufficiently slow
deformation, the strains are uniform up to the uniform elongation
strain (UE). Thus the boundary conditions are accurately known
during a burst test, and this test provides a very precise determina-
tion of the cladding mechanical yield and deformation properties
at small strains. The resulting stress–strain response can only be
described up to hoop strains roughly equal (assuming isotropic
plasticity) to the uniform elongation

ffiffiffi
3
p
� UE=2

� �
, where UE is

the Uniform Elongation obtained in a uniaxial tension test. For
strains greater than

ffiffiffi
3
p
� UE=2, the cladding tube is susceptible to

a plastic instability commonly known as localized necking, which
is common in ductile sheet metal forming. Under a plane-strain
deformation path (such as is the case for the internally pressurized
closed end cladding tube), the onset of localized necking occurs at a
maximum principal strain roughly equal to the strain-hardening
exponent n for a thin-wall tube of nearly uniform thickness. For
a uniaxial tensile test, UE � n (the strain-hardening exponent),
and thus a thin-wall cladding tube should fail during a burst test
at hoop strains roughly equal to the UE-value from a tensile test.
However, deviations from this behavior can occur in the presence
of any thickness imperfection, such as a cracked hydride rim,
which will decrease the failure strain due to crack growth or accel-
erated localized necking.

It is possible to estimate a value of the total elongation (TE) of a
fractured burst test specimen [37–39]. For example, it is possible to
determine the final cracked tube perimeter either by wrapping the
failed sample with an aluminum sheet [37] or from several diam-
eter measurements at a given axial location. In both cases, the
crack opening displacements must be subtracted to determine a



Fig. 8. Schematic description of the three step failure process when burst testing
hydrided cladding (1: incipient crack nucleated in the axial-radial direction located
in the deepest hydride damage, 2: crack propagation towards the inner diameter, 3:
axial propagation).
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‘‘total elongation’’ value for the hoop strain. When several axial
locations are analyzed, the total elongation values tend to show
considerable scatter in magnitude, and thus these values derived
from burst tests are not always very accurate. Another concern
when deriving TE value is that the strain rate for the deformation
occurring between UE and TE can be very high on a local basis,
and it is not controlled. In addition, the local stress/strain states
are not controlled after UE and will also vary spatially.

Of the tests depicted in Fig. 6, the burst test is likely the most
sensitive to the condition of the cladding surface and to the pres-
ence of defects. This situation arises from a combination of the
large specimen surface area and the fact that the load transferred
along the perimeter of the cladding tube increases the stress at
any imperfection. Thus, the stress will concentrate in any section
that has a reduced load-carrying capacity, especially in the pres-
ence of a linear imperfection or crack aligned along the axis of
the cladding tube, such as in the case of a surface crack. As a result,
the burst test can be very useful in determining the presence of
embrittlement along the cladding surface. For the case of cladding
with hydride rims of limited ductility, the cladding will tend to fail
at a location corresponding to the deepest hydride damage. For
example, Fig. 7 showing a complex crack path in which the failure
mode is controlled by a series of simple process illustrated in Fig. 8,
but it is initiated within a central section where the incipient crack
depth is greatest. Consequently, burst tests provide data on the
maximum depth of hydride damage if such damage is sufficiently
deep to influence the process [37].

In the early eighties, burst test technique at both low and high
temperature was still introduced into hot cells [39]. For testing
temperatures below 500 �C, oil pressurization is preferred and at
higher temperature, gas pressurization using helium is usually pre-
ferred. The change of pressurization media is linked to the poten-
tial dangers associated to oil burning.

4.4. Ring tensile testing

As depicted in Fig. 6, there have been several different speci-
men/grip configurations used to characterize the deformation
behavior of high burnup cladding under a hoop tensile mode. In
all cases, the tests impose a displacement to the test specimen.
Importantly, in all cases the configuration of both the grips and
the test specimen either impose bending or introduce a friction
component to the deforming section of specimen. As a result,
experimental procedures can be employed to determine the result-
ing local strains, strain distributions, and UE values as well as total
elongations TE. However, a determination of the accompanying
stresses usually requires computational analysis and an assump-
tion of the friction between the specimen and grip/mandrels. The
following section briefly reviews some of the current test proce-
dures for determining the deformation and fracture behavior of
high burnup cladding subject to hoop expansion.

Ring or hoop tensile tests typically rely on D-shaped grips or
mandrels that stretch the ring shaped specimen. If the mandrel
diameter is significantly smaller than that of the cladding tube,
as in the Kurchatov Institute test (‘‘KI’’ configuration in Fig. 6, de-
scribed with details in [40]), then extension of the ring causes a
Fig. 7. Post-test aspect after burst testing at 280 �C with pressurized oil a 7
bending phase that stops when the inner diameters becomes ad-
justed to the outer diameter of the mandrels. As a consequence
of this bending, a non-uniform hoop stress distribution will devel-
op within the cladding thickness with tension stress at the inner
diameter and compression stress at the outer diameter. The bend-
ing might thus slightly delay the failure of an irradiated sample
containing a hydride rim at the outer diameter, although the defor-
mation/fracture behavior of (straightened) cladding wall can be
determined.

The above problem can be minimized by the use of double-D
mandrels with diameters adjusted to the sample inner diameter;
see Fig. 6. However, aligning the gauge section with the opening
between the mandrels still induces a bending strain to the speci-
men gauge section as the mandrels separate during the test. How-
ever the use of double-D mandrels must also be considered
carefully due to the adverse influence of local shear at the end of
contact between mandrel and sample that can promote failure
from the inner side of the sample. This effect is well known for
blade-disk contact in aircraft engines industry and is responsible
of numerous blade failures and sometimes of crack nucleation in
rotating disks [41,42].

A more efficient way to reduce the bending consists of inserting
a so-called ‘‘dog-bone’’ between mandrels [43]. In this configura-
tion (see Fig. 6), deformation of the ring specimen helps maintain
a self-similar circular cross-section as bending within the gauge
section is inhibited by the dog-bone insert. However, now there
is direct contact between the surfaces of the insert and specimen
gauge length in a manner that introduces significant non-uniform
frictional forces, increasing toward the midpoint of the gauge
section.

While local strains can be measured experimentally in ‘‘dog-
bone’’ ring tests, finite element analysis is required to establish
5 GWd/tU a zirconium alloy cladding with a 100 lm thick oxide layer.



Fig. 10. Representation of the efforts applied to cladding sample during a ring
tensile with inserted mandrels and dog-bone.
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the stresses within the specimen because of the presence of
friction. For example, Arsène and Bai [43] demonstrated that the
engineering hoop stress is modified by friction and geometry, such
that:

rhh ¼
F
S0
½1� fcðDL; f Þ� ð2Þ

rhh, averaged hoop stress in the center of the gage section; F, ap-
plied force (to the mandrels); S0, initial gage area; DL, machine dis-
placement; fc, stress correction function. If fc = 0, the engineering
stress–strain curve can be derived directly from raw data like in a
standard uniaxial test. If fc increases less force has to be applied
to achieve material yielding; f, friction coefficient between speci-
men and D mandrels.

The fc-function may be calculated by finite element analysis,
assuming a static friction coefficient, and some of the results are
illustrated in Fig. 9 for Zircaloy-4 ring specimen loaded with a
dog-bone spacer between the mandrels. A surprising conclusion
is that the stress correction on hoop stress (fc) is reduced in the
central section of the gauge section by increasing the friction coef-
ficient. The force components applied to the sample by the loading
device are represented in Fig. 10. At a given applied force, increas-
ing the friction coefficient, which causes an increase in the y-direc-
tion component Fy and thus decreases the fc function, which is
consistent with the finite element calculation results plotted in
Fig. 9.

Similar conclusions of friction effects were drawn from analysis
within the PROMETRA program [44] in which finite element mod-
eling of hoop tensile tests were performed on ring samples with
machined gage section loaded with double-D mandrels. Comparing
the force–displacements measured during mechanical testing and
calculated by finite element simulations, the friction coefficient
was assessed in several testing conditions for axially short ring ten-
sile tests of the PROMETRA program. Those results predict that in
the absence of lubrication the static friction coefficient is close to
0.4 for both fresh and irradiated cladding samples. These simula-
tions also predict that the stress–strain curve is obtained, with
acceptable accuracy, dividing the applied load by gage area and ap-
plied displacement by gage length for a 0.4 friction coefficient. The
stress correction function is non-negligible in the range of small
displacements (see Fig. 9), in other words UE is affected by some
uncertainty whereas TE is more accurately determined.

In summary, proper analyses of the ring tension tests either
with double-D mandrels or the combination of double-D mandrels
and dog-bone inserts can serve to provide reasonable estimates of
the hoop stress–strain response for strain paths near-uniaxial ten-
sion. In the case of hoop tensile tests on axially short ring samples
Fig. 9. Finite element calculation of a ring tensile test with inserted mandrels and dog-b
Eq. (2) for definition of fc.
(gage section is 3 mm long and 2 mm wide) tested with inserted
mandrels, Fig. 11 shows that the stress and strain biaxiality in
the center of the gauge section at the outer diameter remain rela-
tively constant and biased towards pure shear such that at larger
strains (ehh P 0.06):

ezz

eh#
ffi �0:7 and

rzz

r#h
ffi �0:5 ð3Þ

Importantly, the above calculations indicate that strain path (ezz/
ehh = �0.7) and stress state (rzz/rhh = �0.5) within the gauge length
of the axially short ring tensile test are not at all close to the positive
biaxiality experienced by cladding during the RIA event (Table 1
showed ezz/ehh = 0.0–0.7 implying that rzz/rhh = 0.5–0.9). While the
stress sates within other ring tensile test geometries will also be
sensitive to specimen gauge length-to-width ratios, even those with
larger ratios, such as the ASTM prescribed ratio of 4:1, still results in
a near-uniaxial tension strain path (ezz/ehh = �0.5) such that (rzz/
rhh = 0). Thus, while stress–strain behavior may be deduced from
analysis of such test data, any experimental failure strain-value
would require a large ‘‘stress-state correction’’ in order to use such
data for prediction of RIA behavior. Furthermore, the accuracy of the
UE-value at maximum load is probably limited because in the do-
main of small strains, the influence of friction is not negligible,
especially for irradiated cladding material with its rough internal
surface.

In order to eliminate specimen bending and to maintain the cir-
cular cross section of the specimen, the gauge sections in the JAEA
hoop tensile tests are placed on the upper mandrel with a 90� rota-
tion when compared to other ring tests; see Fig. 6. In such a config-
uration, the large normal stress acting on the gauge section would
normally impart a large friction stress. In order to reduce friction in
one, influence of friction between loading device and tested sample [43,45–47]; see



Fig. 11. Three-dimensional finite element modeling of the axially short ring tensile test with a gage section 3 mm long and 2 mm wide (zero friction coefficient is assumed
between the sample and mandrel).

Fig. 12. Ring tensile tests performed using double mandrels – failure aspect of both
ductile and brittle samples.

Fig. 13. The expansion-due-to-compression (EDC) test and related frictional effects.
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such a configuration, the mandrels are coated with Teflon (PTFE)
tape. However, determining the resulting stress–strain response
requires not only finite element analysis but an accurate knowl-
edge of the friction coefficient; while likely small (probably in
the range of 0.05 for Teflon tape), the presence of friction will nev-
ertheless have a significant influence on the effective stress that
the load imparts to the specimen in this configuration. In the JAEA
hoop tensile tests, a ‘‘failure strain’’ can be determined experimen-
tally, but frictional effects dictate a non-uniform strain distribution
along a gage section of uniform width. The use of a PTFE tape limits
the maximum testing temperature to about 330 �C.

Ring tensile tests were introduced in hot cells in the early nine-
ties and cladding samples were tested under close to RIA condi-
tions at high temperatures. Examples of the failure behavior of
both hydride-embrittled and ductile ring sample of irradiated
Zircaloy-4 appear in Fig. 12. The ductile failures always have a
macroscopic fracture plane inclined at 45� to the stress axis. How-
ever, such failures are never observed during RIA testing on fueled
rodlets. In this case, the frequent brittle behavior is characterized
by a fracture plane whose trace is normal to the stress axis, as
shown in Fig. 12.

4.5. Expansion due to compression (EDC) tests

Developed at Studsvik Nuclear and tested in hot conditions
[10,48,49] and evaluated at JAEA (Japan Atomic Energy Agency)
[50] and at CEA (Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique) [51], the
EDC test consists in axially compressing a polymer pellet inserted
into the cladding sample between two pistons. As depicted in
Fig. 13, the hoop expansion of the polymer pellet induced by axial
compression deforms the inner wall of the cladding. Diameter
measurements are continuously recorded, the force applied to
the pistons is monitored as well. An analysis of the cladding
deformation as it expands during the test requires recognition of
several frictional effects. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 13, there is
friction at the following: (a) the piston-pellet interface, (b) the
pellet-cladding interface, and (c) for large deformations of the clad-
ding, the interface between the cladding and piston sometimes
causes a noticeable friction effect. As a result, the EDC test is not
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well suited to derive accurate Yield Strength (YS) or Ultimate Ten-
sile Strength (UTS) values.

The stress state and the strain path in the EDC test may be esti-
mated by Finite Element Modeling (FEM) taking into account com-
plex contact between parts [49]. Fig. 14 shows an axisymmetric
finite element analysis for the evolution of the strain-path and
stress-states as a function of hoop strains (ehh) up to 0.1 for a loca-
tion along the radial-circumferential symmetry line at the outer
diameter of the cladding sample assuming friction coefficients of
0.2 and 0.4 for the piston-polymer interface and the pellet-clad-
ding interfaces, respectively. Importantly, Fig. 14 shows that the
strain path (ezz/ehh) is quite constant and has a value (ezz/
ehh) � �0.5. Taking into account the friction effects, the corre-
sponding stress state (rzz/rhh) increases somewhat with strain
ranging from (rzz/rhh) � �0.2 at (ehh) = 0.02 to (rzz/rhh) � +0.2 at
(ehh) = 0.10. Decreasing the pellet-cladding friction coefficient
slightly increased both the stress ratio as well as the strain ratio;
however, this effect has a low influence. These stress and strain ra-
tios are a characteristic of the EDC test and will not change signif-
icantly with material properties. The FEM also shows that, the
hoop strain is quite homogeneous across the cladding thickness.
It should be noted that the gage length of EDC sample corresponds
to the entire perimeter of the cladding; so in that capacity, this test
is representative of the RIA conditions.

The stress and strain ratios during an EDC test correspond to
those close to uniaxial tension:

ez

eh
ffi �0:5 and

rz

rh
ffi 0 ð4Þ

Because of this, while the EDC test offers a conveniently simple
experimental solution to determining the failure strain of high bur-
nup cladding in which the entire perimeter of the cladding is sub-
jected to deformation, the failure strain values still require a
significant stress-state correction to be applied to the prediction
of RIA behavior. Efforts are underway on the possibility to add an
axial loading component (biaxial EDC) in several laboratories. The
test temperature has an important impact on the pellet material
Fig. 14. A finite element model of the EDC test and the resultant predicted behavior of the
as a function of hoop strain.
to use (PTFE below 330 �C, aluminum and copper pellets were also
evaluated at higher temperature [51]).

The macroscopic failure aspect of brittle cladding material
tested with EDC technique is similar to the one observed during
integral RIA tests performed fuel rodlets as illustrated in Fig. 15.
Strain rates of about 1/s can be achieved using EDC test [51].
4.6. Ring compression tests

As depicted in Fig. 16, the ring compression test is based on
compressing a ring of cladding tube of uniform width along a sin-
gle radial axis, thus bending and collapsing the ring to ‘‘failure’’.
This straight-forward test can be readily performed on high burnup
cladding and has several other advantages in that (a) there is no
influence of friction between sample and loading device, (b)
plane-strain deformation conditions should develop within an ex-
tended area (for axial ring extension over 10 mm), and (c) finite
element simulation of the test is straight-forward [53]. The loading
is close to pure bending conditions in which the maximum (tensile
and compressive) strains occur at the outer and inner cladding sur-
faces, respectively. Consequently the material properties derived
from such tests are obtained assuming that compressive material
properties are similar to those in tension [53]. This is not the case
if crack initiation occurs near the outer cladding surface, such as
would occur if a hydride rim or blister were present.

Assuming no crack is present, the compression of a Zircaloy-4
ring sample between two planar plates has been modeled using
the Cast3 m finite element code, and the strain path as well as
stress state have been calculated at the point marked ‘A’ located
at the axial radial symmetry plane and in the middle of the outer
diameter of the sample. As shown in Fig. 16, the strain path (ezz/
ehh) is quite constant at the outer mid-surface location with a value
very near to that of a plane-strain condition, as one would expect
in bending a relatively wide strip. The corresponding degree of
stress biaxiality (rzz/rhh) is significant as it increases with strain
such that (rzz/rhh) � 0.5 at (ehh) = 0.02 to (rzz/rhh) � 0.7 at
(ehh) = 0.25. Importantly, for high burnup cladding that typically
strain path (at the outer diameter and most deformed location) and stress biaxiality



Fig. 15. Failure aspect of EDC tests performed on high burnup BWR claddings, brittle failure aspect at low temperature and deformed ductile EDC sample at higher
temperature ([52]).

Fig. 16. A finite element model of a ring compression test of a 10 mm long Zircaloy-4 ring sample and the predicted strain path and stress biaxiality as a function of the hoop
strain.
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will fail at (ehh) 6 0.10, the strain-path and stress-state strain ratios
are relatively constant at this location such that:

ez

eh
ffi 0 and

rz

rh
ffi 0:5 ð5Þ

Thus, the ring compression test provides a significant level of stress
biaxiality, making it more consistent with RIA conditions than the
previously discussed ring tension and EDC procedures.

While the degree of stress biaxiality makes the ring compres-
sion test attractive for cladding assessment for RIA purposes, the
nature of the test itself makes it difficult to translate test results
to either stress–strain behavior or to a failure criterion that can
be utilized in a predictive model. For example, the strong strain
gradient through the thin cladding wall thickness makes this test
very sensitive to the surface condition in the thin strip of material
that locally is subjected to large tensile strain. The small width of
this strip also raises the issue of specimen scale effects. Unlike
the tube burst test that subjects the entire cladding tube surface
to high stresses, the ring compression test confines deformation
to a small fraction of the total surface area. Furthermore, sample
failure usually corresponds to the initiation of an incipient surface
crack close to point A location, but experimental determination of
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the local failure initiation strain is difficult, and finite element
modeling must be relied onto estimate the local failure condition.
Also, in cases when the inner wall of the cladding is embrittled,
failure first takes place at the inner wall at a location beneath
the loading contact area, again making an experimental determina-
tion of the failure condition difficult. In summary, due to its ease of
performance, the ring compression is an attractive screening test to
compare the relative failure performance of different claddings, but
its nature makes it difficult to extract failure strain values that can
be used as a general failure criterion for RIA response.

4.7. Plane-strain tensile test procedure

The plane-strain specimen (PSU specimen) geometry was de-
signed at Pennsylvania State University by Link et al. [54] based
on earlier research by Kampe and Koss [55] and Wagoner [56]
which showed that a near plane-strain strain path could be intro-
duced within the central region of a double edge-notched tensile
sheet specimen. This technique was adapted to the Zircaloy clad-
ding tube geometry using a ring sample with reduced gage section
developed by Link et al. [54], as illustrated in Fig. 17. The sample is
loaded with double-D mandrels with gage sections located in the
middle of the mandrels with the mandrel-specimen interface
lubricated by Teflon tape to minimize friction effects. Local strain
measurements are derived from low load Vickers hardness inden-
tations within the gage section. Both experimental measurements
and finite element analysis indicate that the resulting deformation
path is near plane-strain extension over the central 1/3 of the gage
width. Importantly, this region is the location of failure initiation
within a ductile specimen, and thus, failure in such a case occurs
under a stress state close to plane-strain conditions. In material
with limited ductility, the strain concentration at the notches
may initiate fracture at these locations under a local stress state
near-uniaxial tension. Depending on how the specimen is gripped,
there may be no bending in the test procedure (the cross section
diameter remains self-similar) in which case the deformation
through the cladding wall thickness is uniform (as in [54]).
Fig. 17. (a) The plane-strain ring specimen ([54]) and (b) a speckle painti
This test procedure was adapted at CEA Saclay within the
PROMETRA program to be tested in hot cells. CEA recently devel-
oped a speckle painting technique [57] to derive local strains from
image analysis (see Fig. 17), which in the original testing was per-
formed using hardness indents. The plane-strain specimen loading
was modified by CEA by positioning the gage section between the
mandrels in order to limit friction effects in the absence of a lubri-
cant between the specimen and mandrels. Those results also con-
firmed a plane-strain loading condition. Thus for this specimen
geometry, the stress and strain ratio can be considered to be close
to: ez

eh
¼ 0 and rz

rh
¼ 0:5.

The specimen geometry and the test procedure (in which signif-
icant interface friction may be present between the specimen and
mandrel) imply that the material stress–strain parameters cannot
be accurately determined without a complex finite element calcu-
lation. Also, since there is no well-defined gage length, the failure
strains must be measured locally in the vicinity of the fracture. That
procedure yields two indications of the failure strain: the far-field
strain and the peak fracture strain, as determined at the fracture
surface. The far-field strain just before specimen fracture is the
strain value that can be compared to strain values obtained with
RIA simulation codes that do not include the presence of an incip-
ient crack, and this value may be considered with reference to a
failure criterion for RIA.

The stain rates achieved during the PSU tests are the same than
for conventional ring tensile tests. However, when using digital im-
age correlation to determine strain maps, it is necessary to limit
the strain rates in order to acquire a sufficient set of images and
more specifically some images close to the failure strain. In recent
years, the technique has been used in hot cells [57] and has shown
that tests performed using irradiated material often fail in a com-
plex manner leads when the plane-strain ring tensile test is used.
Specimens with deep hydride rims at the outer diameter of the
cladding form incipient cracks close to the notches and thus in a
region that is not under the plane-strain condition. If the cladding
material has intermediate ductility, through-thickness shear defor-
mation can concentrate at the inner diameter of the cladding at the
ng image analysis for strain measurements (other examples in [57]).
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location of the edge of the mandrels, leading to incipient crack
nucleation at this location. This failure mode was evidenced on
metallographs and also confirmed by 2D finite element calcula-
tions. For large displacement at failure, ductile fracture is expected
in the center of the plane-strain region. The PSU test still requires
some developments and testing to achieve a full understanding of
the generated results.
Fig. 19. Finite element simulation of magneto-forming testing stress–strain path
[58]. Arrow indicates time during the test.
4.8. The magneto-forming test

Under development at EDF (Electricité de France), the magneto-
forming test is a high strain-rate forming procedure based on a
current pulse through a copper solenoid that in turn causes an
expansion of the surrounding cylindrical copper driver. As illus-
trated in Fig. 18a, the driver expands the cladding tube which in
turn is constrained to deform by an external shell with an elliptical
opening. The test thus is essentially a constrained elliptical bulge
test in which the choice of the geometry of the elliptical opening
controls the strain ratio at the peak (i.e., outer surface) of the bulge,
as illustrated in Fig. 18b [58]. If specimen failure can be avoided at
the plane-strain condition imposed at the perimeter of the bulge,
the peak of the bulge should deform in a biaxial strain path given
by the relationship in Fig. 18b. The test is rapid, occurring on a
scale of several ls, so that the strain rate is quite high.

While the magneto-forming test can impose an eventual
multiaxial strain-path of the outer surface element close to the
one obtained during a RIA, Fig. 19 shows that the biaxiality of
the deformation path is predicted to increase with strain from
roughly a plane-strain path near yielding to a near equal-biaxial
tension path at the limit of dome height [59]. Thus, failure occurs
in the presence of a significant change in deformation path during
the test. In addition, the geometric constraint of the ‘‘matrix’’
results in a combined (stretch + bending) mode of deformation to
Fig. 18. (a) A schematic of the magneto-forming test of a cladding sample and (b) the r
geometry [58].
the specimen. Given the initial 2 mm radii used for the curvature
of the matrix hollow, there is a large deformation gradient through
the cladding wall (of the order of 0.13 for a 0.6 mm thick cladding)
such that the inner wall may still be in compression at fracture ini-
tiation on the outer surface of the cladding. As in the PSU plane-
strain tests, failure strain-values depend on measurements of local
strains derived from grid marking in early tests [59]. While the test
is not well suited to determine the stress–strain response of the
cladding tube, the magneto-forming test is attractive in that, at
least at the outer surface element, it imposes the stress and strain
ratio in the range of 0.0 6 ezz/ehh 6 0.5 and 0.5 6 rzz/rhh 6 0.8. It is
unlikely that the magneto-forming test could be introduced into
hot cells. However, the influence of stress biaxiality can be studied
using fresh material.
esulting specimen deformation and predicted strain path as a function of specimen
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5. Comparison of hoop tensile tests with RIA loading conditions

As a summary, the stress states and strains paths imposed by
the various hoop tensile tests procedures are compared in Fig. 20
with those of the loading conditions observed after RIA integral
tests in the CABRI reactor. This comparison shows that in terms
of strain path and stress biaxiality, the short ring tests as well as
EDC tests are characterized by stress states that are quite different
from those experienced by cladding during the RIA. Thus, while
these tests may be used to obtain relevant constitutive plastic flow
properties of the cladding, any failure data may be subject to a
large correction for the difference in stress states. For example,
the short gage length ring specimen can be used to determine
Fig. 20. A comparison of the strain paths and stress states of the va

Table 3
A comparison of various test procedures used to evaluate the mechanical performance of

Issues Test

Burst test Ring tensile Expansion
compressi

Compare to RIA strain
path?

Good Poor Poor

ez/eh [(ez/eh)RIA � 0.2–0.6] =0 ��0.7 =�0.5
Bending-induced strain

gradient
No Very small No

Stress–strain response? Yes, good to small e Yes, good if FE
assisted

Yes, but o
assisted an
is known

UE failure strain? Fair, may be limited by
‘‘flaws’’

Good Good

Failure strain? efracture Poor Good Good
Failure strain? ecrack growth NA, but sensitive to

cracks
NA NA

Requires FE analysis? No Yes for r–e
analysis

Yes

Is friction an issue? No Yes Yes
Analysis: gage Area

(mm2)
�3000 10 �300

Material consumption
(mm tube)

�100 2.5 � few mm

Major limitation e 6 UE Stress biaxiality Stress biax
the yield stress and the stress–strain response as well as the uni-
form elongation-value can be assessed using axially short ring,
but the value is expected to be identified with a limited accuracy.

Fig. 20 shows that several tests come close to simulating the RIA
loading conditions. While none of the tests exactly duplicate the
RIA stress state, the burst test, the ring compression tests, the
PSU plane-strain tests, and the magneto-forming test all subject
the material to strain paths of interest. These tests can provide
mechanical test data requiring comparatively small ‘‘corrections’’
to account for the differences in stress state from that of the RIA.
However, as summarized below, each of these test procedures have
limitations in duplicating the precise failure conditions associated
with the RIA. Table 3 summarizes the comparison of the various
rious hoop tensile tests with respect to RIA loading biaxiality.

cladding for RIA conditions.

due to
on

Ring compression Plane-strain
tension

Magneto-forming

Good Good Very good

=0 =0 P0
Yes No Yes

nly if FE
d friction

No No No

NA Good NA

Fair Good Good
NA NA NA

No No No

No Yes Yes
Few �4 NA

’s 10 12 Several mm’s

iality Strain gradient + FE
required

Strain
measurement

Strain
measurement + strain
path changes
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hoop tensile tests with regard to the determination of several
mechanical parameters specifically for RIA performance of clad-
ding. In terms of the relevant strain path/stress state, four test pro-
cedures (burst tests, ring compression tests, plane-strain tension
and magneto forming) are relatively close to the multiaxial condi-
tions [(ezz/ehh) � 0.2–0.7] experienced by cladding during a RIA
event. Of these, the burst test can provide yield stress and the con-
stitutive flow response at small strains, but it is sensitive to mate-
rial imperfections/flaws over a large gauge area and is susceptible
to failure at small strains on the order of the uniform elongation
value in a tension test. For fresh cladding material, the plane-strain
tension test is specifically designed to determine fracture behavior,
and with proper experimental measurements, it is capable of
establishing both a local and far-field fracture strain values in a
stress state close to that of RIA conditions, albeit within a relatively
small gage area. The magneto-forming procedure progresses
through a range of strain paths (and through-thickness strain gra-
dients) that end up with strong biaxial nature on the cladding sur-
face similar to that of cladding during a RIA. While still under
development, it has the potential to generate difficult-to-measure
failure strain data, but it is also limited to a small surface area of
the cladding, and it would be difficult to implement in a hot cell
to test irradiated material. Finally, in creating a small local region
of plane-strain tension on the surface of the specimen under a con-
dition of large through-thickness strain gradient, the ring compres-
sion test is well suited to establish fracture initiation conditions.

From the standpoint of determining the constitutive stress–
strain response of the cladding, the ring tensile testing remains
the basis for obtaining the constitutive flow behavior of high bur-
nup cladding. The analysis requires finite element modeling and an
assumption of the friction coefficient between the specimen and
specimen grip/fixtures. Application of these data to deformation
during RIA is then relatively straight-forward assuming a yield
condition that may or not may take into account the low level of
plastic anisotropy expected of the irradiated cladding [44]. Accu-
rate determination of the constitutive flow behavior from expan-
sion due to compression tests relies on finite elements analyses
in which several friction issues need to be resolved, and for which
studies are currently underway.

Finally, none of the tests described in this review address the is-
sue of cladding failure in presence of a surface crack, such as might
initiate due to a brittle hydride blister or heavily hydrided rim. In
such a case, fracture initiation occurs in the form of a surface crack
at negligible or very small plastic strains and cladding behavior is
then dictated by the fracture mechanics associated with the
growth of a through-thickness crack. Some recent crack-growth
studies on un-irradiated Zircaloy-4 cladding provide preliminary
data [32], but to our knowledge there is no current test procedure
to address this issue for irradiated cladding.
6. Summary

Recent developments in the experimental procedures that ad-
dress cladding failure behavior during a RIA are reviewed. An anal-
ysis of cladding strain data from RIA integral tests of rodlets in
experimental reactors shows that the range of strain states during
the RIA is comprised between plane-strain and equal-biaxial load-
ing conditions. Thus, cladding failure occurs under multiaxial
stress states even though the local strain path can be rather com-
plex and depends on the degree of bonding between the fuel and
the cladding.

Predicting the mechanical response of the fuel cladding during
the RIA requires both understanding the constitutive deformation
behavior and identifying the failure criteria under the multiaxial
loading conditions and at the failure temperature. A brief review
of literature shows that failure strains of hydrided Zircaloy are in-
deed sensitive to both the multiaxial stress state and to the test
temperature. The degree of sensitivity depends of hydride micro-
structure and mode of failure (i.e., whether or not crack initia-
tion/growth control failure). Thus, accurate predictions of the
deformation/failure behavior of fuel cladding during the RIA must
account for several factors that must include (a) the range of stress
states imposed on the cladding during RIA, (b) the mode of failure
and associated failure criteria, and (c) the influence of temperature.
As a consequence, data such as those in [16] should not be used for
correction factors in predicting an RIA. Finally, although the antic-
ipated strain rates are not exceedingly high (65 s�1), strain rate
may also affect failure, especially at elevated temperatures.

Current hoop tensile test procedures applicable to both irradi-
ated tube material and separate effects tests are reviewed with re-
spect to their ability to obtain (a) the appropriate deformation
response and (b) importantly, the prototypical multiaxial stress
states and failure modes of the RIA. Two main groups of hoop ten-
sile tests currently exist: tests inducing an axial contraction within
the specimen gage section such that a near-uniaxial tension stress
state exists and tests characterized by multiaxial stress states
within the gage section. The second group of tests has the potential
of establishing failure conditions close enough to the RIA stress
state such that only small stress-state corrections are needed.
Although its strain path is not close to that of the RIA, the uniaxial
ring tensile test (with its rather well-defined stress and strain
states) remains the preferred procedure to establish the stress–
strain response of the cladding with an acceptable accuracy.

It is concluded that careful analysis of the testing of irradiated
materials and of separate effects tests is necessary to relate these
results to integral tests and to assess the RIA behavior high burnup
cladding. It is hoped that the current work provides an initial guide
to the issues related to such an analysis.
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